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Résumé — Amélioration des modèles d’adsorption dans les milieux poreux par simulation
moléculaire : interdépendance entre les domaines — Le confinement de fluides est fréquent dans les
systèmes naturels et industriels et se révèle très utile pour caractériser les matériaux poreux. L’outil
essentiel de caractérisation consiste à mesurer les isothermes d’adsorption/désorption, c’est-à-dire la
quantité de fluide adsorbée par le milieu poreux en fonction du potentiel chimique (ou de la pression
relative). Les modèles utilisés pour analyser les données sont en général très simples, conduisant à des
caractérisations imprécises des matériaux. En particulier, la non prise en compte de l’interdépendance
entre les pores élémentaires (ou domaines) entraine des conclusions erronées. Notre approche propose de
résoudre ce problème dans le cadre d’une approche par simulation moléculaire.
Abstract — Improving Molecular Simulation Models of Adsorption in Porous Materials:
Interdependence between Domains — Fluid confinement is ubiquitous in nature and industry, and is the
most widely used technique to characterize porous materials. The main characterization tool consists in
measuring the so-called adsorption/desorption isotherms, i.e. the amount of gas adsorbed by the porous
substrate as a function of the fluid chemical potential (or relative pressure). The models used to analyse
the data are generally quite simple, leading to inaccurate characterization of the porous materials. In
particular, ignoring the interdependence between the elemental pores or domains leads to inappropriate
conclusions. Our approach proposes to cure this problem in the molecular simulation approaches.

INTRODUCTION
Adsorption of fluids in porous materials has been known for
more than one century. It is frequently encountered in nature
and has many applications in industry. The most well-known
natural examples are water or petroleum confined in porous
rocks. Among the industrial examples, one can cite catalysis,
gas storage, etc. [1, 2].
Two very different situations involve adsorption. In the
first case, one is interested by the fluid. The porous material
can be seen as a reservoir, which contains but also interacts
with the fluid. These interactions have a non-negligible effect
on the properties of the confined fluid. On the other hand,

one may be interested in the porous material and use the fluid
adsorption and the associated modifications of fluid properties to have access to some information regarding the porous
material geometry [3, 4].
One of the first links established between pore geometry
and adsorbed fluid property is through the macroscopic
Kelvin equation [5]. More than one century ago, it has been
observed that condensable gases may be in a dense (liquidlike) state even below the saturating pressure when confined
in porous materials like charcoal. This phenomenon, the capillary condensation, may be seen as a shift of the liquid/vapor
coexistence to lower pressure. The above mentioned Kelvin
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equation gives a quantitative relation between the pore radius
and this shift in vapor pressure (or liquid/vapor coexistence).
Note that, more accurately, it is actually the curvature of the
interface between the adsorbed liquid and the gas which
appears in the equation. It is closely related to the pore geometry as long as the liquidlike layer of adsorbed fluid is thin
(which is the case in the first stage of adsorption).
Of course, interfacial phenomena are involved in adsorption.
The Kelvin equation mentions the surface tension of the
liquid/vapor interface, as a result of a combined contribution
of solid/vapor and solid/liquid interfacial energies, where the
solid denotes the porous material walls. As a general trend,
the smaller the pores, the larger the contribution of interfaces
to the free energy, compared to bulk contributions. This is
why adsorption phenomena are enhanced in nanoporous
substrates (zeolites, charcoal, clays, etc.).
Since the very early work by Zigmondy [5], many improvements have been achieved in understanding the effects of
confinement on fluid properties, in particular thermodynamic
properties. Beside the shift in liquid/vapor coexistence, one
of the most striking effects is the appearance of a hysteresis.
After saturation of the porous material upon adsorption of a
condensable gas, desorption does not superimpose on the
adsorption curve. The adsorption curve is obtained by controlling the temperature of the system and by progressively
introducing gas, which results in an increase in the pressure
of the vapor above the material. The so-called adsorption
isotherm measures the amount of fluid adsorbed in the material as a function of the chemical potential of the adsorbate
given by the gas pressure above the substrate. The desorption
curve is obtained during the release of the gas in the reservoir.
This adsorption/desorption hysteresis has been interpreted by
Cohan et al. [6] as a consequence of the dissymmetric shape
of the liquid/vapor interface upon adsorption and desorption.
Upon adsorption the gas adsorbs on the walls and thus the
liquid/vapor interface follows the local geometry of the pore.
On the other hand, desorption is thought to proceed in a
different way. At saturation, the pores are entirely filled by

a)

b)

Figure 1
Schematic representation of the liquid/gas interface upon
a) adsorption and b) desorption.

liquidlike fluid, and liquid/vapor interfaces are rejected to
the porous material boundaries. Upon desorption, these
liquid/vapor menisci recede within the porous material, until
gas has entirely replaced the liquid. In such a situation, the
liquid/vapor interfaces are now hemi-spherical (if the contact
angle is null) instead of following the shape of the pore.
Figure 1 gives a scheme for a cylindrical pore. As can be
seen, the curvature significantly differs in the two situations
(factor 2), which results in very different values for the chemical potentials characterizing the capillary condensation
(steep rise in adsorption) and capillary emptying (steep
decrease during desorption). These interpretations are however
inaccurate in real pores, as has been shown by Coasne et al.
[7]; Grosman and Ortega [8].
Interfaces appear to be the key parameter to understand
adsorption. In nanoporous materials, interfacial contributions
to the free energy are dominant. Many efforts have thus been
devoted to the interpretation of adsorption experiments by
means of interfacial theories. They lead to an accurate
description of fluid structure and dynamics when adsorbed
on a surface. The simplest situations (simple fluid adsorbed
on crystals) can be treated in the framework of ab initio
approaches, leading to accurate description of adsorbed fluid
without any adjustable parameter. More complicated situations require larger-scale methods. This is the case if one
considers fluid adsorbed on disordered (amorphous) substrate, which may present atomistic roughness and/or a local
curvature at nanometric scale. Figure 2 proposes an overview
of the various scales relevant to adsorption and the associated
theoretical approaches. From this point of view, molecular
simulation appears as a perfect tool able to take into account
the physico-chemical characteristics of the porous materials
at nanometric scale, as long as one has access to this information.

1 IMPROVING MODELISATION OF FLUID
ADSORPTION
Molecular simulation of realistic situations reveals several
difficulties. For instance, due to computational limitations,
pores larger than 10 nm are difficult to handle. It is however
in principle feasible to interpolate between the molecular
simulation results in small pores (< 10 nm) and classical thermodynamic approaches in large pores (> 50 nm) where the
Kelvin equation is expected to lead to correct results. But
such interpolations may be erroneous for complicated pore
geometries, or when long range interactions are involved.
Furthermore, the complex structure of the porous network
cannot be treated in a molecular simulation approach. As
introduced by Everett and Whitton [9]; Everett and Smith
[10]; Everett [11], a porous material can be seen as a collection of domains corresponding to elemental subdivision of
the porous network. For instance, in a zeolite, the domains
would correspond to elemental cavities. The most frequently
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Thermodynamics

Coarse grain approaches
lattice gas/Ising

Figure 2
Above: Overview of the various scales relevant to porous materials; below: examples of theoretical models or approaches.

used approach consists in considering that the domains are
independent. The global thermodynamic properties are thus
obtained as an average over the domain distribution. When
typical domains are of nanometric scale, molecular simulation is able to treat each of them independently and thus provides a powerful analysis of fluid adsorption after averaging
over the appropriate distribution of domains. This approach
leads to an extremely accurate description of the low pressure
region of the adsorption isotherm, where the hypothesis of
independence between domains is well satisfied.
But the hysteresis region is not well described by this
approach. The porous network (and the associated large-scale
disorder) plays an important role. This has been anticipated a
long time ago, thanks to (simple) network models. Mason
[12, 13] developed an original approach where the hysteresis
shape is related to the nature of the interconnected network or
pores. Swift et al. [14] have also studied the combined effect
of confinement and interconnectivity in Ising-like models.
Very recently, Kierlik et al. [15, 16] introduced a coarse
grained approach which allowed to interpret the hysteresis
loop as the signature of a very irregular energy landscape
with many local minima induced by the disordered porous
substrate. Such models also allow to study the large-scale
structure of the confined fluid and the distribution of associated metastable states [17, 18]. What do we learn with these
models? The fluid adsorbed in a given domain is obviously
influenced by what can be found in the neighboring domains.

There are however two different situations. In some cases,
the fluid state in any given domain is uniquely defined as
long as the temperature and chemical potential (and any other
thermodynamic parameter) are given. In other cases, the fluid
state in a given domain may not be uniquely defined even for
imposed thermodynamic parameter. This may occur for
instance if more than one metastable state is possible. If the
barrier between the two states is significantly larger than
thermal fluctuations, the system may remain trapped in one
of the metastable states. For instance, a fluid adsorbed in an
ink-bottlelike pore may, for some chemical potential values,
either be adsorbed at the walls or fill the cavity. The
metastable state will generally depend on system history,
and, most importantly, may also depend on the fluid state in
the neighboring domains. In this case, the porous network
plays a fundamental role. The above mentioned network
models deal with such situations, with various level of
accuracy in the characterization of the metastable states.
Extremely simplified models reduce to “empty/filled” twostate domains (bi-stable domains, Ising models, etc.) but
more sophisticated models have been considered, which
include more realistic features like the adsorbed film for
instance. These features are generally deduced from a classical thermodynamic analysis of fluid adsorption in pores.
However, significant improvement can be achieved if one
uses molecular simulation to extract the rules allowing to
determine the possible metastable states.
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Molecular simulation thus appears as powerful tool to
study fluid adsorption in elemental nanoscale cavities or
domains, since the relevant fluid/fluid and fluid/substrate
interactions are described at molecular level. However, due
to computer limitations, it is not possible to take directly into
account the complex network of interconnections between
the various domains or heterogeneities which span up to
micrometer scale. As a consequence, molecular simulation
generally provides a good description of fluid adsorption at
low coverage where the domains are approximately independent, but it is inefficient in the hysteresis region because molecular simulation is unable to take into account the large
scale spatial distribution of heterogeneities in the pore network
which have proven to play an important role in the hysteresis
region. In this work, a multiscale approach is introduced,
allowing both a molecular description of fluid/fluid and fluid/
substrate interactions, and simultaneously taking into account
the connectivity between the various domains constituting
the porous material.

2 MOLECULAR MODEL AND METHODS
In order to show the importance of interdependence between
domains, this study will focus on simple fluid adsorption in
the frequently encountered silica-based nanoporous materials
like MCM-41 or oxidized porous silica. These materials
exhibit parallel and non-interconnected tubular pores with a
high aspect ratio (few nanometers in diameter and few
microns of length) [19-21]. Besides the atomistic disorder

which is naturally taken into account in a molecular simulation
approach, one should take care of the possible physico-chemical
variations at nanometer scale along the pore axis [22-26].
Such variations most probably arise during the fabrication of
the material, and could in principle be obtained by numerical
reconstructions. These variations result in a modulation of
the affinity of the adsorbed fluid (argon in our case) with the
wall. We have in particular shown that pore size variations
actually predominantly result in variations of fluid/wall interactions, with moderate “purely geometric” effects [27-30].
As a simplification, the corresponding heterogeneities are
characterized by a single parameter which varies along pore
and measures the intensity of the fluid/wall interaction. More
precisely, this parameter is an extra factor applied to the
fluid/wall interaction. Values less than 1 (down to 0.7 in our
model) represent domains with lower affinity for the fluid.
Values larger than 1 (up to 1.3 in our model) represent domains
with higher affinity for the fluid.
The mesopore (3 nm in diameter) is drilled in an initial
substrate made of pure silica of density close to the expected
one (mesoporous silica walls are expected to be made of
amorphous silica). Figure 3 gives a picture of the result. The
fluid/fluid and fluid/substrate interactions are modeled by the
(6-12) Lennard-Jones intermolecular potential cut and shifted
at 2.5 σ, which is accurate enough to catch the main features
of simple fluid adsorption. The parameters for argon are
σ Ar-Ar = 0.3405 nm and ε Ar-Ar /k = 120 K where k is
Boltzmann constant, and the parameters for argon/silica
0
/k = 100 K and σAr-O = 0.333 nm
interactions are εAr-O
(fluid/wall interactions are mainly with O species).

Figure 3
Molecular configuration showing the 3 nm pore drilled in a pure silica substrate (cristobalite). The dangling bonds produced by the drilling
are replaced by surface hydroxyls. Yellow: silicon. Red: oxygen. White: Hydrogen. The atomic roughness is visible on side view.
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Discrete Gaussian distribution of heterogeneities (associated
to domains) introduced in the micrometric pore.
C

C

The physico-chemical heterogeneities in the porous substrate
are approximated by a modulation over the porous substrate
of the fluid/wall interaction intensity εAr-O around its typical
0 , within ± 30%. This modulation typically defines
value εAr-O
domain size of few nanometers and we have arbitrarily chosen the value 7.36 nm for the simulations. It is emphasized
that choosing 5 nm or 15 nm would not change the results
obtained in this work. A typical pore then contains several hun0
dreds of domains. The heterogeneity parameter h = εAr-O/εAr-O
is supposed to be constant within each domain and to take
uncorrelated values between two adjacent domains. Its
value within a given pore is supposed to follow a Gaussian
distribution (see Fig. 4).
The simulations are performed using the grand canonical
Monte Carlo algorithm [31, 32]. The chemical potential of
argon is imposed and related to the gas pressure in the reservoir
using the ideal gas relation since it is a good approximation
at the temperature at which the simulations are performed
(T* = Tk/εAr-Ar = 0.6, which corresponds approximately to
70 K). All adsorption/desorption results are given as a function
of the reduced chemical potential μ* = μ/ε Ar-Ar . Long
simulations are performed in order to reduce the uncertainties
down to 7%, taking into account the correlation between
successive configurations (108 Monte Carlo trials per argon
where required).
How do we take into account the interdependence between
the domains? In usual molecular simulations, each domain is
treated independently, and periodic boundary conditions are
used to minimize trivial spurious effects due to open boundaries
(see Fig. 5). In this work, the periodic boundary conditions are
modified to take into account the fluid state in the neighboring
domains (see Fig. 5). Since interactions and correlations are
short ranged, the nearest neighboring domains alone need to
be considered. In other words, the fluid behavior in a given
domain is not directly influenced by the fluid state in distant
domains. Further simplifications may actually be made. Due
to the very short range of the interactions in our model (2.5 σ),
only the portion of the neighboring domains defined by this
range need to be considered for the calculations. As a matter
of fact, the fluid beyond this range has no direct influence on

D

B

C

D

Figure 5
Schematic representation of two methods to treat the
heterogeneous pore shown in the middle. Left: all domains
are treated separately, with the usual periodic boundary
conditions (hypothesis of independent domains). Right: all
domains are treated while keeping information regarding
their local environment (two neighbors in this 1 dimensional
case), by introducing explicit boundary conditions.

the fluid adsorbed in the central domain. Furthermore, these
neighboring domains may be taken as homogeneous cylindrical pores with the physico-chemical characteristics of the
studied domain (same pore size and fluid/wall interactions
for instance). This is because the main effect of the neighboring
domains does not originate in their detailed physico-chemical
properties. The relevant information is the absence or presence
of fluid in the neighboring domains and the corresponding
density. The simulation box then contains the central domain
(length: 7.36 nm = 21.6 σAr-Ar) and two adjacent domains
(taken to be 3 σAr-Ar long, see Fig. 6) which play the role of
boundaries, where the fluid state (gaslike or liquidlike) is
imposed during the calculations. Note that the molecular configurations of argon confined in these boundaries are not
fixed: they are generated during the course of the simulation.
As a consequence, these segments need their own boundaries. Here again, the details of the fluid state close to these
boundaries are actually not relevant: the important point
being to impose the fluid state (gaslike or liquidlike). We
then just need to define an additional region (2 σAr-Ar long) at
both pore ends (see Fig. 6) where an extra contribution is
added to the external potential to maintain the fluid in the
desired state: an extra attractive potential – 5 εAr-Ar allows to
impose the liquidlike state, and an extra positive potential
+ 5 εAr-Ar allows to impose the gaslike state.
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21.6 σAr–Ar = 7.36 nm
Silica substrate (oxygen)

Adsorbed argon
8.8 σAr–Ar = 3 nm

+ PBC

Silica substrate (oxygen)

Adsorbed argon

8.8 σAr–Ar = 3 nm

± 5 εAr–Ar
± 5 εAr–Ar

21.6 σAr–Ar = 7.36 nm

3 σAr–Ar 2 σAr–Ar

Figure 6
Schematic representation of the simulation box, showing the dimensions, the oxygen atoms from the silica substrate (red) and the adsorbed
Argon (blue). Upper panel: With usual periodic boundary conditions, when a molecule gets out of the box on one side, it re-enter the box on
the opposite side; lower panel: with explicit boundary conditions, when molecules in the domain under study (in green) approach the
boundaries, they interact with molecules in the grey region which mimic the neighboring domains.

Simulation results (given in Fig. 7, 8) show that each domain
behaves essentially as a bi-stable system. For independent
domains (treated with periodic boundary conditions, Fig. 7),
the adsorption/desorption isotherm exhibit a large hysteresis.
The fluid may either follow the gaslike branch, denoted G,
corresponding to the fluid adsorbed only at the walls, or follow
the liquidlike branch, denoted L, corresponding to the fluid
filling the whole domain. The transition between both is
determined by the stability limits of both branches (corresponding to the nucleation of the first drop, or the first bubble).
Note that a single loop is obtained. In the case of interdependent
domains (Fig. 8), several cases depending on the neighboring
state have to be considered, producing three “conditional
isotherms”. The fluid may still either follow the gaslike or the
liquidlike branches. However, the condensation occurs either
at equilibrium (μeq) if one neighbor is liquidlike or is delayed

(μGG corresponds to liquid nucleation). The domain emptying
occurs at μeq if one neighbor is gaslike or is delayed (μLL
corresponds to cavitation). Calculations show that these
conditional isotherms depend on the modulation factor in the
considered domain but are independent of it in the neighboring
domains. This greatly simplifies the problem.
The conditional isotherms are calculated for all values of
the modulation factor. Once these conditional isotherms are
known, simple algorithms may be used to determine the fluid
behavior in any given pore sample (adsorption/desorption
isotherms, scanning curves, metastable states). Any change in
μ impacts continuously on the fluid adsorbed in all domains
and possibly induces transitions in few domains. This affects
the fluid status in the neighboring domains and may trigger
subsequent transitions (avalanche), until a new metastable
state is reached.
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Figure 9

Typical adsorption/desorption isotherm obtained in a single
domain with periodic boundary conditions. Triangle: Grand
canonical Monte Carlo results. Lines are guide to the eye.

Adsorption/desorption isotherms for the entire pore (1 μm
long, 140 domains) obtained with the two hypothesis:
blue/dotted lines: independent domains; red/thick lines:
interdependent domains; black/thin line: equilibrium.
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Figure 8
Typical conditional adsorption/desorption isotherms obtained
in a single domain with explicit boundary conditions.
Symbols: Grand canonical Monte Carlo results. Lines are
guide to the eye. Blue/circles: G-G boundaries. Green/
triangles: G-L boundaries. Red/squares: L-L boundaries.

3 ANALYSIS OF FLUID ADSORPTION/DESORPTION
ISOTHERMS
The results for fluid adsorption/desorption isotherms are shown
in Figure 9. For comparison, the results obtained with the
interdependent domains and those within the usual hypothesis
of independence of domains are superimposed. As can be seen,
both isotherms are identical outside the hysteresis, but differ
significantly in the hysteresis region. This confirms that the

hypothesis of independence between domains is acceptable
when the fluid state is uniquely defined in each domain,
while the interdependence has to be taken into account in the
hysteresis region where some domains (but not necessarily
all of them) have several metastable states. The main result is
that taking into account the interdependence produces a significantly smaller hysteresis. The data also show that the
adsorption branch is smoothly increasing due to the presence
of the heterogeneities, while the desorption branch is almost
vertical (triangular shape of the hysteresis). This suggests that
collective effects occur upon desorption (to be re-discussed
later). Another important difference between both cases is
that the equilibrium curve meets the steep adsorption branch
before the highest closure point, and meets the rapid desorption curve at the lowest closure point. This means that, in our
model, adsorption does not occur at equilibrium, even just
above the lowest closure point, and desorption does not occur
at equilibrium even just below the highest closure point. This
questions the frequently admitted hypothesis that desorption
occurs at equilibrium and can thus be used to evaluate the
pore size distribution. Actually, none of the branches is at
equilibrium, and hence the standard methods to obtain pore
size distributions are poorly justified. It is however shown by
Figure 9 that, in our model, the adsorption branch meets the
equilibrium curve before the higher closure point.
The above mentioned triangular shape of the hysteresis is
closely related to the adsorption/desorption mechanism
induced by the interdependence between domains. This
mechanism can easily be extracted from the simulations. The
results are given in Figures 10 and 11. As can be seen, the
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0.6

0.4

0.2

N = 15 domains
N = 135

μ = -7.83

-8.5
Reduced chemical potential

Figure 10

Figure 12

Schematic representation of the fluid state in a portion of the
pore comprising 30 domains. Each square represent a
domain. White: gaslike (fluid adsorbed at the wall). Black:
liquidlike (dense fluid filling the domain). From top to
bottom: increasing chemical potential (adsorption). For each
chemical potential, the upper string is obtained within the
hypothesis of independent domains, while the lower string is
for interdependent domains.

Example of all metastable states (135 in this case) which can
be found for a small pore comprising only 15 domains with
various fluid/wall affinities. Each metastable state has a lower
and an upper stability limit, represented by a finite portion of
(red) line. The lowest (highest) metastable state has semiinfinite extension and correspond to the beginning (end) of
the gaslike (liquidlike) branch.

μ = -7.83

μ = -8.61

Desorption

0
-9.0

μ = -8.67

μ = -8.79

μ = -8.91

μ = -9.03
Figure 11
Same as Figure 10 for desorption (decreasing chemical
potential from top to bottom).

mechanism of adsorption and desorption are drastically
affected by the hypothesis of independence between domains.
In this case, adsorption proceeds “randomly” in the pore,
starting with the most attractive domains (which are randomly
distributed in the pore) and subsequently filling the remaining

-8.0

domains with the highest affinity. When taking into account
the interdependence between domains, the very first stage of
adsorption is still random (it occurs on the most attractive
domains) but then adsorption proceeds via growing of these
initial seeds (which play the role of nucleation centers). A
similar behavior is observed upon desorption: within the
hypothesis of independent domains, evaporation occurs randomly within the pore, according to the domains affinity,
while taking into account the interdependence between
domains induces a rapid emptying of the pore by recession of
the liquid/gas menisci from the pore ends.
An important feature regarding hysteresis is the existence
of metastable states inside the loop, which is a direct consequence of the possibility to perform adsorption/desorption
scanning curves inside the loop [3, 4, 33]. Most of simulation
works produce “empty” hysteresis, i.e. without any metastable
state inside. See for instance reference [34] for a review on
theoretical and simulation investigations and comparison
with experiments. This fact is expected in simple pore
geometries but it is also observed in more realistic disordered
porous materials [35-38]. In order to produce metastable states
inside the hysteresis, one has to introduce physico-chemical
heterogeneities [39]. In the hypothesis of independent
domains, these metastable states correspond to the juxtaposition
of gaslike or liquidlike domains. Simple combination analysis
leads to macroscopic results: the metastable states are always
inside the main adsorption/desorption loop. Their number
grows exponentially with system size, more specifically as 2N
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where N is the number of domains. The number 2 comes
from the fact that each domain behaves like a bi-stable system.
One generally introduces the complexity to characterize this
exponential growth, as the normalized logarithm of the number
of metastable states [40-43]. This complexity is ln2 (≈ 0.69)
for independent bi-stable domains. What do we learn when
taking into account the interdependence between domains?
An example is given in Figure 12. Systematic exploration
with various system sizes shows that all metastable states are
always inside the hysteresis loop. The main adsorption/desorption loop is actually the envelope of the metastable states.
Furthermore, the number of metastable states which can be
found in the pore is significantly (exponentially) reduced.
Their number still grows exponentially with system size, but
the associated complexity is now 0.23, much less than ln2.
This results from the fact that the interdependence between
domains kills almost all “naïve” metastable states obtained as
a combination of the two possible states for each domain. It
is emphasized that heterogeneities favor metastable states,
while interdependence between the various domains destabilize most of the metastable states.

CONCLUSION
Fluid adsorption in porous silica has been studied by molecular
simulation. The porous material is seen as a collection of
domains, with more or less affinity for the adsorbent (argon
in our case). These heterogeneities are introduced in order to
take into account the experimental observations of surface
corrugation in silica pores at various length scales. Similar
studies always neglect the interdependence between domains.
In this work, we introduce a multi-scale approach which
allows to perform the atomistic simulations while taking into
account the effect of neighboring domains. To do so, the
usual periodic boundary conditions usually applied to each
domain are replaced by appropriate explicit boundaries. The
results show drastic effects of interdependence between
domains on adsorption/desorption isotherms, the mechanism
of adsorption/desorption and existence of metastable states
inside the loop. The adsorption or desorption proceed only
via nucleation into the various domains if they are independent, while nucleation + menisci propagation is at work when
the interdependence between domains is taken into account.
This has drastic consequences on the main adsorption desorption isotherms: the hysteresis is much narrower when domains
interact. We also observe that the number of possible
metastable states is actually significantly reduced compare to
the naïve picture of independent domains. Further studies will
focus on a more realistic description of the heterogeneities,
closer to experimental observations. It is hoped that such
approach will allow a better analysis of adsorption experiments
performed for porous materials characterization.
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